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This book contains 11 chapters: To begin with; Measuring
up; In the mood; Scale and other design principles; A room with
a view;Walls, floors and ceilings; The purpose of plants; Styles;
Accessorise and personalise; Redesigning and revamping and
The cost of things to come.
The Glossary defines many of the common terms used in the
book and would be quite useful to readers challenged by uniquely
South African words, for example: ‘bakkie’, ‘boma’ and ‘lapa’.
Unfortunately the list of Useful contacts contained in the
Addendum is not much use as this information, in the form of
URL addresses, would be out of date very soon however, the
metric conversion table, mathematical formulae and list of
common invader plants in South Africa will be more useful.
There is also a brief index.
The importance of thorough planning in the initial phases of
a landscape project of this nature is emphasized in the early
chapters of this book to avoid costly mistakes that will have to
be rectified at a later date. Producing a ‘site plan’ is essential for
correct placing of important landscaping elements such as steps,
driveways and swimming pools. To avoid many of the pitfalls
inherent in a project of this magnitude the author discusses
several novel ideas as aids in planning the garden from the
inception to completion of the project.
First impressions can sometimes be deceiving and thumbing
through the carefully laid out text and photographs do not give
weight to all the excellent information and wisdom contained in
the text, penned by the author with more than 40 years worth of
experience in the trade. His introduction of a ‘mood board’
(Chapter 3, page 21) is quite a novel idea and ensures that the
completed garden will be more in harmony with the home and
together with the plants and the ‘hard landscape elements’, form a
‘visual collection’ of colour, form and texture that can be
appreciated by all who spend some time in the garden. The layout
of the book is attractive and modern and the copious use of colour
illustrations on every page gives the reader much food for thought
and many ideas to include in the design of the garden.
Whether a new garden is being developed from scratch or a
badly planned or dilapidated one revitalized, this book is aProblem Plants and Alien Weeds of South Africa, 2010,
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Since the original publication of this book in 1995 the
awareness of plants in our environment has escalated due to
factors over which we have little control; an increasing
population; climate change and food shortages. There is now
a much greater appreciation of the richness of our floral
biodiversity and the “green gold” locked into our flora.
Personally I find it significant that we have an equal richness
locked into the weeds found in South Africa. There is actually
enormous numbers of people, millions of rand and vast tracks of
land attached to problem plants in this Country. The problem is
also a creator of employment and opportunity for very many of
our citizens. Alien plants, while considered detrimental to our
natural vegetation, also have many positive functions in our
every day environment. It is also not only aliens that become
weeds, as the author clearly outlines. Due to incorrect land use
many indigenous plants must now also be classified as weeds. A
large number of alien plants are now also part of folklore and are
used in traditional medicine.
The study of weeds, their control and eradication, and uses are
fascinating areas to investigate. This book produced by the author
is a valuable update on earlier editions. The information it
contains is very valuable to all plant scientists no matter their
field of specialization. The book is beautifully illustrated and
contains information on the plants distribution, their origin, areas
where they have become invasive and the impact it is having,
economically, ecologically and how they are best controlled.
This book, which is also available in Afrikaans: “Probleem-
plante en Indringeronkruide van Suid-Afrika” should be on the
shelves of all Plant Scientists and Libraries of Higher Learning
Institutions. School libraries will also benefit having copies
available to pupils.
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